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It is a physical impossibility to represent the existing diversity of species, communities
and ecosystems in viable patches with less than at least 30% of the forested land base.
Currently, provincial parks occupy about 3% of the land base in the Sunshine Coast
Forest District. Draft and designated OGMAs, WHAs and MGWRs occupy approximately
an additional 10% which is totally inadequate for biodiversity protection.
The areas protected as OGMA, and to some extent WHAs and MGWRs, were located to
avoid conflict with logging interests and consequently represent mostly poor and low
productivity sites. Productive sites lack adequate representation.
The approach of Landscape Unit planning is valid but the amount of land protected is
entirely inadequate.
The situation in the lower elevation BEC subzones is particularly dire as so much land
has been converted to non-forest uses and the inventory of old growth remaining is
generally around (or below) 3% in most of the Landscape Units in the forest district.
Biodiversity loss has already had severe ecological and economic consequences. This
is the most readily obvious in regard or our major salmon bearing watersheds. Entire
runs have been lost and only remnant populations remain. Jobs in the forest industry
have declined steadily and both the commercial and sport salmon fishery have almost
entirely disappeared in this region.
Our society needs to have new land use ethic, one that respects life and the limits of the natural
world. The emerging crisis of human-caused climate change demands that we reconsider our
currently consumptive uses of forestland and that we make a transition to management of our
natural resources in a genuinely and ecologically sustainable manner.
Thanks for your attention to these important issues!
Daniel Bouman, August 2012
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